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Abstract
Seismic wave propagation through the earth is often strongly affected by the presence
of fractures. When these fractures are filled with fluids (oil, gas, water, CO2, etc.), the
type and state of the fluid (liquid or gas) can make a large difference in the response
of the seismic waves. This paper summarizes recent work on methods of deconstructing
the effects of fractures, and any fluids within these fractures, on seismic wave propaga-
tion as observed in reflection seismic data. One method explored here is Thomsen’s weak
anisotropy approximation for wave moveout (since fractures often induce elastic anisotropy
due to nonuniform crack-orientation statistics). Another method makes use of some very
convenient fracture parameters introduced previously that permit a relatively simple de-
construction of the elastic and wave propagation behavior in terms of a small number of
fracture parameters (whenever this is appropriate, as is certainly the case for small crack
densities). Then, the quantitative effects of fluids on these crack-influence parameters are
shown to be directly related to Skempton’s coefficient B of undrained poroelasticity (where
B typically ranges from 0 to 1). In particular, the rigorous result obtained for the low crack
density limit is that the crack-influence parameters are multiplied by a factor (1 − B) for
undrained systems. It is also shown how fracture anisotropy affects Rayleigh wave speed,
and how measured Rayleigh wave speeds can be used to infer shear wave speed of the
fractured medium. Higher crack density results are also presented by incorporating recent
simulation data on such cracked systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fractures can play a key role in hydrology and in many oil and gas reservoirs. Small scale
cracks and/or large scale fractures generally increase rock compliance (reduce stiffness), and
thus lower seismic wave speeds. If the distribution in space and/or orientation of fractures
present is not uniform and isotropic, then significant anisotropy can be observed in seismic
data. Aligned vertical fractures are particularly important as they can lead to azimuthal
dependence (Crampin, 1989; Winterstein, 1990) (i.e., so that results depend on the direction
in which any linear surface seismic array has been emplaced). Fracture-induced mechanical
and/or wave propagation effects are also sensitive to fluids within the fractures. In particular,
gas or air will have little effect, while liquids in fractures can stiffen them so much that liquid-
saturated fractures are nearly as stiff as the surrounding rock. For partially liquid-saturated
cracks and fractures, the fracture will be almost as compliant as a gas-filled fracture until 90
to 95% or more of the fracture volume is filled with liquid. Fractures having a distribution
of patchy saturation (separate and distinct pockets of gas and liquid) [see White (1979),
Berryman et al. (1988), Endres & Knight (1989), Mavko & Nolen-Hoeksema (1994), Dvorkin
& Nur (1998), Johnson (2001), Berryman et al. (2002a), Berryman (2004)] can also behave
differently from any of the other cases mentioned.
Fluids such as oil, gas, water, or CO2 are typically involved in many of the problems
of most practical interest. Resolution of various practical and scientific issues in the earth
sciences (Wawersik et al., 2001) depends on knowledge of fluid properties underground, and
also how the fluids move (i.e., migrate or oscillate). In environmental cleanup applications,
the contaminants to be removed from the earth are typically liquids such as gasoline or oil,
or ground water contaminated with traces of harmful chemicals. In commercial oil and gas
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exploration, the fluids of interest are hydrocarbons in liquid or gaseous form. In analysis
of the earth structure, partially melted rock is key to determining temperature and local
changes of structure in the Earth’s mantle (Berryman, 2000). In all these cases, the tool most
commonly used to analyze the fluid content remotely is measurements of seismic (compres-
sional and/or shear) wave velocities and amplitude changes at reflecting boundaries in the
earth. Depending on the application, sources of these waves may be naturally occurring
such as earthquakes, or man-made such as reflection seismic surveys at the surface of the
earth, or ship-based survey methods over the ocean, vertical seismic profiling from boreholes
to surface, or still more direct (but higher frequency) measurements using logging tools in
either shallow or deep boreholes.
In many of the cases mentioned, a variety of possible explanations for the observed wave
velocity and attenuation discrepancies between theory and experiment have been put for-
ward, including viscoelastic effects (wave amplitude decrease due to frequency-dependent at-
tenuation), fluid-enhanced softening of intragranular cementing materials, chemical changes
in wet clays that alter mechanical properties, etc. Providing some of the analytical and
computational tools needed for treating these difficult problems as well as others for various
applications is one of the goals of the present work.
A review article by Berryman (1995) summarized the state of the art in effective medium
theories as applied to isotropic, but nevertheless heterogeneous, rocks and rock/fluid mix-
tures. It will be assumed throughout this presentation that this review material is available
and known to the reader and, therefore, no effort to recapitulate the AGU Handbook mate-
rial will be made here. [Also, see Appendix C of Berryman & Grechka (2006) for a review
focused specifically on EMT’s for fractured/cracked media.] Then, we may concentrate on
more recent developments that are the subject of the paper.
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Section 2 briefly reviews the prior work on fractures in rock and introduces the Sayers
& Kachanov (1991) crack-influence parameter approach. Section 3 shows one means by
which the Sayers & Kachanov (1991) method can be reconciled with Gassmann’s (1951)
results for undrained fluid mechanical effects in anisotropic porous media, and in particular
provides a quick derivation of the Mavko & Jizba (1991) result relating shear dependence
on fluid modulus to the corresponding bulk dependence for low crack densities. Section
4 shows how the low crack density results can be used to deconstruct the crack density
value ρc from field data. Examples showing the complementary influence of vertical cracks
versus horizontal cracks on seismic velocities are presented for cases of low crack density
media. Section 5 revisits the deconstruction analysis for the case of higher crack densities,
making use of recent computer-based empirical results for the crack-influence parameters
as deduced from simulation data (Berryman and Grechka, 2006). Section 6 summarizes
the overall conclusions of the paper. Appendix A gives an overview of the crack-influence
decomposition method (Sayers & Kachanov, 1991) as needed for the higher crack density
regime. Appendix B presents the results for Thomsen’s δ parameter (the most complicated
one of the three) at higher crack densities. Appendix C collects the exact formulas for wave
propagation through vertically transversely isotropic (VTI) media. Examples in this paper
are limited to VTI cases, but the methods for fracture analysis are not themselves limited
in any way by the symmetry.
2 ANISOTROPY DUE TO FRACTURES
Much of the prior work on effective medium theory (Berryman, 1995) and double-porosity
dual-permeability modeling (Berryman & Wang, 2000; Berryman & Pride, 2002a; Pride &
Berryman, 2003a,b) has involved calculations of isotropic effective properties. In almost all
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cases, it is much harder to estimate anisotropic effective properties reliably because the
first step in such a calculation requires knowledge of both the effects of an oriented and/or
anisotropic inclusion, and prior knowledge of a distribution (both in spatial location and
in orientation) of such inclusions. Then an additional calculation of the overall properties
based on the microdistribution information is needed. Unfortunately, geophysicists seldom
know the microdistribution of such inclusions, and so we are immediately handicapped in
what we can do scientifically, along these lines, in most cases.
However, there is one notable exception, which is the case of flat cracks in otherwise
homogeneous elastic media. This problem was originally studied in some detail by O’Connell
& Budiansky (1974, 1977) and Budiansky & O’Connell (1976) They showed in particular
that, in the flat crack limit, a single parameter — the crack density ρc — was sufficient
to describe the behavior for isotropic systems. This analysis was good for representing the
behavior at very low crack densities. In order to arrive at higher crack densities, these
authors made use of an older effective medium theory sometimes called “self-consistent,”
and sometimes more accurately described as “asymmetric self-consistent.” This approach
had the drawback that it overpredicted the effect of cracks in reducing elastic compliance,
and therefore gave a relatively low value ρc ' 9/16 ' 0.56 at which the cracked medium
would fail (Bruner, 1976). But, since it is known that failure does not usually occur at
such small crack densities, these overall predictions are often criticized on this basis. [See
Henyey & Pomphrey (1982) and Zimmerman (1991) Hudson (1980, 1994) used a different
method for the crack problem, i.e., the so-called “method of smoothing” first introduced
in the mathematics literature by Keller (1964). Keeping density corrections just to first
order in the Hudson approach gives an improvement over the previously mentioned scheme.
Hudson also introduced a second order correction (Hudson, 1986), but Sayers & Kachanov
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(1991) point out that, for higher concentrations of cracks, this approach can violate Hashin
& Shtrikman (1963) upper bounds on the moduli for this problem. They recommend instead
using a differential scheme [also see Zimmerman (1991) for an excellent review of the DS
applied to cracked media], because the DS results track Hudson’s first order model at low
concentration of cracks, but for isotropic systems they never violate the HS bounds at the
higher concentrations.
2.1 Elastic energy and the crack density tensor
Sayers & Kachanov (1991) also introduce a very interesting and useful scheme in the
paper mentioned previously, permitting the calculation of constants for anisotropic cracked
media from estimates of the behavior (like that predicted by the DS) for the isotropic
case. This approach is a tremendous simplification of an otherwise very difficult technical
problem. The key idea they use is to introduce an elastic potential energy quadratic in the
stress tensor (Kachanov, 1980) that can be expressed in terms of invariants of the stress
tensor in various combinations involving the “crack density tensor.” This method results in
a fairly complicated energy potential function involving nine distinct terms, seven of which
characterize the influence of a dense crack distribution on the elastic medium. But this
function has the advantage that, upon linearization in the crack density, it reduces to only
four terms. Two of these terms are the standard ones for the pure (uncracked) medium and
the remaining two terms contain the linear contributions (increases in compliance) due to
the cracks. Now it is also not obvious that linearization is permissible in all the crack density
ranges of interest, but Sayers & Kachanov (1995) showed in later work that the remaining
contributions from the fourth rank crack-density tensor are often small — and therefore
negligible in many situations of practical interest. The neglect of these terms nevertheless
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implies a certain amount of error in any calculation made based on their neglect. But —
if this error is of the size of our measurement error or less — it should not be a serious
impediment to studies and analysis of these systems. Appendix A summarizes the full Sayers
& Kachanov (1991) scheme as it will be used in the remainder of this paper.
To give one example, we find that the first order corrections to the compliance matrix
Sij due to the presence of a low crack density ρc and an isotropic crack distribution take the
form:
∆S
(1)
ij = ρc


2(η1 + η2)/3 2η1/3 2η1/3
2η1/3 2(η1 + η2)/3 2η1/3
2η1/3 2η1/3 2(η1 + η2)/3
4η2/3
4η2/3
4η2/3


, (1)
where η1 and η2 are the two coefficients appearing at first order in ρc of the Sayers &
Kachanov (1991) theory that depend on the presence of cracks, and ρc = Nb
3/V is the crack
density (here N/V is the number density and b is the radius of the flat cracks when they
are penny-shaped as assumed here). These two coefficients can be determined for any crack
density by computing the analytical form of the bulk and shear moduli from the compliance
matrix S∗ij = Sij+∆Sij and then comparing the results one-to-one with the results from any
effective medium theory one trusts. For these purposes, the differential scheme (DS) is the
one that Sayers & Kachanov (1991) recommend, but the author has shown elsewhere that
another scheme — a symmetric self-consistent scheme that is sometimes called the CPA (for
coherent potential approximation) – gives very comparable results. These results can also
be compared to rigorous bounds [see Berryman & Grechka (2006)] and, therefore, may be
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used to obtain rigorous upper bounds on both |η1| and η2. In the published studies of this
type, it was determined that the value of |η1| is generally much smaller in magnitude than
η2. In particular, |η1/η2| ≤ 0.01 is typical of the observed results for both DS and CPA. This
approach will be explained more fully later in the present paper.
The real advantage of this approach can now be demonstrated very simply using a couple
of examples. [Also, see Schoenberg & Sayers (1995) for another different, but nevertheless
similar, point of view.]
First, consider the situation in which all the cracks in the system have the same vertical
(z-)axis of symmetry. Then, the cracked/fractured system is not isotropic, and we have the
first-order compliance correction matrix for horizontal fractures is:
∆S
(1)
ij = ρc


0 0 η1
0 0 η1
η1 η1 2(η1 + η2)
2η2
2η2
0


. (2)
Now it is also not difficult to see that, if the cracks were oriented instead so that all their
normals were pointed horizontally along the x-axis, then we have one permutation of this
matrix and, if instead they were all pointed horizontally along the y-axis, then we have a third
permutation of the matrix. If we then want to understand the isotropic correction matrix in
(1), we can just average these three permutations: i.e., simply add the three ∆S’s together
and then divide by three. Having done that, we exactly recover the isotropic compliance
corrections matrix displayed in (1). [Note that this method of averaging, although correct
for contributions linear in ρc, does not necessarily work for corrections higher order in ρc.]
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This construction shows in part both the power and the simplicity of the Sayers & Kachanov
(1991) approach.
Next, consider the case when all cracks have their normals lying randomly in parallel
planes. Then, if the parallel planes are taken to be horizontal, the cracks are all vertically
aligned as in Figure 1. So, we immediately find the anisotropic (i.e., vertical transverse
isotropy or VTI) result valid to first order in ρc for randomly oriented vertical fractures:
∆S
(1)
ij = ρc


(η1 + η2) η1 η1/2
η1 (η1 + η2) η1/2
η1/2 η1/2 0
η2
η2
2η2


. (3)
This same basic concept then works very well for any assumed symmetry that we might
like to model. There is no additional work to be done when: (i) the isotropic results are
known (for some effective medium theory, or EMT) and (ii) the layout of the two η’s in the
correction matrix ∆S have been determined once and for all for a given elastic symmetry
resulting from a specific choice of crack orientation distribution. Sayers & Kachanov (1991)
give a precise prescription for doing this. Although we make use of this prescription here, we
will not show the details in order to avoid some of the mathematical complications inherent
in their tensorial expressions.
There are interesting and important questions of uniqueness related to the inverse problem
(i.e., deducing the η’s from seismic wave observations) since more than one type of distribu-
tion can give rise, for example, to vertical transverse isotropy (VTI). Then, the question is
whether quantities such as the Thomsen parameters (Thomsen, 1986) of anisotropy can help
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us to remove some of these possible ambiguities from the interpretations of field measure-
ments. We have found, for example, that vertical and horizontal cracks produce Thomsen
parameters with opposite signs, as we now show.
2.2 Thomsen parameters for vertical fractures
If we know the compliance correction matrix ∆Sij , then we can quickly find expressions
for the Thomsen seismic wave parameters for weak anisotropy [see Thomsen (1986; 1995;
2002), Rathore et al. (1995), Ru¨ger (1998; 2002), Grechka (2005)]. Clearly, a weak anisotropy
assumption (and when the anisotropy is truly due to cracks) will also be consistent with the
small crack density assumption that was needed above to justify the use of the Sayers &
Kachanov (1991) method together with the simple averaging approach.
There are three Thomsen parameters: γ, , and δ. Parameter γ is essentially the fractional
difference between the SH-wave velocities squared in the horizontal and vertical directions
for a VTI medium. Similarly, parameter  is essentially the difference between the P -wave
velocities squared in the horizontal and vertical directions. Parameter δ is more difficult to
interpret, but contributes in an essential way both to near vertical P -wave speed variations,
and also to the angular dependence of the SV -wave speed. There are a great many steps that
go into Thomsen parameter calculations since the crack density effects are most conveniently
expressed in terms of the compliance matrix while the Thomsen parameters are usually
defined instead in terms of the stiffness matrix (inverse of the compliance matrix). The steps
in this work will not be shown here, as they are all relatively straightforward. The final
result is merely quoted for the case of randomly oriented vertical fractures considered in the
previous subsection.
For present purposes, we want to show quickly just how this method works. So we will
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concentrate on the two parameters easiest to understand, which are γ and . For these two
parameters, we have the following results for vertical fractures:
γv =
c66 − c44
2c44
= −ρcη2
E0
4(1 + ν0)
= −ρcη2
G0
2
, (4)
and
v =
c11 − c33
2c33
= −ρc[(1 + ν0)η1 + η2]
E0
2(1− ν20)
' −
ρcη2G0
1− ν0
, (5)
where ν0 = (K0−2G0/3)/2(K0+G0/3) is Poisson’s ratio, and Young’s modulus E0 is related
to the isotropic host medium’s bulk (K0) and shear (G0) moduli by 1/E0 = 1/9K0+1/3G0,
and G0 = E0/2(1+ν0). In the final expression of (5), we have neglected the term proportional
to η1ρc, as this term is normally very small (on the order of 1% of the term retained). It can
also be shown that, for this model, the remaining Thomsen parameter δ takes exactly the
same value as  to lowest order in the crack density parameter.
Examples of Thomsen’s parameters for various choices of effective medium theory (EMT)
are displayed in Figure 2. The results illustrate how estimates of η1 and η2 obtained from
four different isotropic estimation schemes [noninteracting or NI (Zimmerman, 1991), DS
(Zimmerman, 1991), CPA (Berryman, 1980), and nonsymmetric self-consistent scheme of
O’Connell & Budiansky (1974) or Budiansky & O’Connell (1976)] can then be used to
predict what values Thomsen’s parameters should take in field data.
Some judgment is required then as to the most appropriate EMT to use, and prior work
shows that some knowledge of microstructure can serve as a very useful guide when making
this choice [see Berge et al. (1993, 1995)]. But, for applications to cracked media, we find
the NI method is good for low crack density and the DS method is a good choice for higher
ρc.
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2.3 Rayleigh wave speed
Now, to provide one relatively simple illustration of the use of what has been presented
so far, consider the well-known formula for the Rayleigh wave speed v = vR in an isotropic
medium [see Love (1927), Ewing et al. (1957), Al-Husseini et al. (1981), Weertman (1996)]:
βSβP = β
4
2S, (6)
where βS =
√
1− v2/v2s , βP =
√
1− v2/v2p, β2S =
√
1− v2/2v2s , with vs being the (isotropic)
shear wave speed and vp being the (isotropic) compressional wave speed in the host medium.
For an anisotropic medium having the same transversely isotropic (VTI) symmetry consid-
ered here (i.e., for the case of randomly oriented vertical cracks), Musgrave (1959) shows
that the equivalent result for the Rayleigh wave speed v = vR in the plane perpendicular to
the VTI axis of symmetry is determined by the cubic equation
R(q) ≡
q3
16
−
q2
2
+
(
3
2
−
c66
c11
)
q +
(
c66
c11
− 1
)
= 0, (7)
where q ≡ ρ0v
2/c66 and ρ0 is the mass density of the host medium (which is assumed to be
the same as that of the pure material without cracks, since the cracks are very flat and are
not introducing any significant amount of porosity). [Note: It is not difficult to check that
(6) and (7) are equivalent when the elastic medium is isotropic.]
The Newton-Raphson iterative method (Hildebrand, 1956; Press et al., 1988) for finding
zeroes of expressions nonlinear in a parameter, or in this case zeroes of a polynomial, is
very useful for solving the problem posed in (7). Furthermore, it can be used to generate a
convenient analytical expression that may be used as a good starting point for the iteration
scheme, or possibly to gain some physical intuition about the problem. The Newton-Raphson
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scheme is stated as
qi+1 = qi −
R(qi)
R′(qi)
, (8)
where qi is the most recent guess or iterate, and qi+1 is the next one in the sequence.
One especially simple choice of first iterate q0 is q0 = 1. Then, R(1) = 1/16 and R
′(1) =
11/16− v2s/v
2
p, where we have used the fact that c66/c11 = v
2
s/v
2
p. It follows then that
q1 ' 1−
1
11− 16v2s/v
2
p
. (9)
Using the definition of Poisson’s ratio ν0 = (K − 2G/3)/2(K − G/3) together with the
approximations that c11 ' K + 4G/3 and c66 = G in the uncracked host material, we find
that (9) reduces to
q1 '
2 + 6ν0
3 + 5ν0
, (10)
and since q1 ' v
2
R/v
2
s also holds, we obtain an approximate expression for the Rayleigh wave
speed in terms of host Poisson ratio and the shear wave speed of the cracked medium:
vR ' vs
√
2 + 6ν0
3 + 5ν0
, (11)
This formula should be an excellent approximation for the low crack density limit under
consideration. It can nevertheless be improved by further Newton-Raphson iterations in a
numerical scheme.
From the definitions of the Thomsen parameters γ and , it is now straightforward to see
that
c66 = c44(1 + 2γ) (12)
and
c11 = c33(1 + 2). (13)
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In terms of Sayers & Kachanov (1991) parameters, for vertical cracks the shear modulus
c44 = G0/(1 + ρcη2G0), while c33 is found by inverting Sij + ∆Sij for the 33 component of
the stiffness matrix. So we can now readily compute the Rayleigh wave speed by solving
the cubic equation (7). Some results of this type are displayed in Figure 3. In particular, we
find that the crack density is indeed a good parameter to use, as all these plots for different
choices of crack aspect ratio clearly overlap to numerical accuracy in the low crack density
range, which is typically considered to be 0 ≤ ρc ≤ 0.1.
2.4 Inverting for shear wave speed
Equation (7) for Rayleigh wave speed is normally used to compute vR when shear wave
speed vs =
√
c66/ρ0, and compressional wave speed vc =
√
c11/ρ0 are both known. But
the same equation can be used instead to determine the shear wave speed vs if instead
the Rayleigh wave speed vR and the compressional wave speed vc are both known. This
technique is important in practice because the Rayleigh wave is very easy to excite, and its
amplitude decays slowly with distance from the source. In fact, in normal seismic reflection
processing, the Rayleigh wave is easier to excite and observe than the compressional wave,
and tends to mask the main seismic wave of most interest in the region nearest the seismic
source. In soft surface materials and/or ocean sediments, it can also be very difficult to
excite shear waves directly with surface sources. So the inversion approach suggested is a
viable method of determining the shear wave speed. In fact, this method has been used on
land by Jones (1958) and the corresponding method for ocean bottom acoustics (making
use of the Stoneley wave, instead of the Rayleigh wave) has been used by Bucher et al.
(1964), and by Berge et al. (1991) specifically for the anisotropic case. This simple version
of the method is necessarily restricted to Rayleigh (Stoneley) waves over (i.e., at the fluid-
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solid interface of) an elastic medium, homogeneous at least to the depth of one Rayleigh
(Stoneley) wavelength; a generalization for layered media is needed otherwise.
Thus, the formula shown previously in (7) is pertinent, but it needs to be used in a
different way to find the shear wave speed vs =
√
c66/ρ0, when vp =
√
c11/ρ0 and vR are
known.
To accomplish this goal, we first square (6). The result is a quartic equation for q =
(vR/vs)
2. In the situation now under consideration, vR is known, but vs is unknown (opposite
of the earlier case). But this difference does not cause any difficulty in the analysis. The
equation can be conveniently rearranged into the form:
R(q) ≡
q4
16
−
q3
2
+
3
2
q2 −
(
1 +
v2R
v2p
)
q +
v2R
v2p
= 0. (14)
Again, equation (14) is straightforward to solve by iteration using a simple Newton-Raphson
scheme (Hildebrand, 1956; Press et al., 1988). One good starting value for the scheme will
often be q ' 0.8, as this corresponds roughly to a trial value of vR = 0.9vs.
There is some analytical insight to be gained however by repeating the analysis of the
previous subsection for this problem. Again, it is advantageous to consider the starting
iterate q0 = 1. Then, R(1) = 1/16, as before. But now R
′(1) = 3/4− v2R/v
2
p. Using (8), the
result is that
q1 ' 1−
1
12− 16v2R/v
2
p
. (15)
Since q1 ' v
2
R/v
2
s , we then have
vs ' vR
√
1 + (11− 16v2R/v
2
p)
−1. (16)
This formula works well as a first approximation to vs, while (15) can be used as the starting
estimate in a Newton-Raphson iteration scheme to obtain a better answer.
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Having once determined the value of vs =
√
c11/ρ0 — using the measured Rayleigh
wave speed vR and the compressional wave speed vp — in the symmetry plane, Thomsen
parameter analysis can be combined with the Sayers & Kachanov (1991) method in order
to deduce useful information about the nature of the heterogeneities causing the anisotropic
at the macroscale. Once these wave speeds are known, the analysis for interpretation can
proceed in essentially the same manner as in the previous example.
3 GASSMANN’S EQUATIONS AND FRACTURED MEDIA
For applications to oil and gas reservoirs or hydrology, it is also important to make a
connection between the fracture results quoted above and Gassmann’s results (Gassmann,
1951; Brown & Korringa, 1975; Berryman, 1999) for fluid saturated and undrained porous
media. Even very flat cracks might harbor some fluid at various times and the question is
how this fluid affects the response of the cracks.
Recall first that Gassmann’s result (Gassmann, 1951) on the effect of fluids in a porous
medium, isotropic or anisotropic, can be expressed (in a manner similar to the preceding
analysis for fractures) by using a compliance correction matrix of the form:
∆Sij = −γ
−1


β21 β1β2 β1β3
β1β2 β
2
2 β2β3
β1β3 β2β3 β
2
3
0
0
0


, (17)
where effects of the fluid bulk modulus appear only in the factor γ, and the coefficients
β1,β2,β3 satisfy a sumrule of the form
∑3
i=1 βi = α/Kd = 1/Kd−1/Km, and α = 1−Kd/Km
17
is the Biot-Willis coefficient (Biot & Willis, 1957). So, in the two simplest cases, we have: (1)
β1 = β2 = 0, β3 = α/Kd for the case of horizontal fractures, and (2) β1 = β2 = β3 = α/3Kd
for the case of an isotropic distribution of fractures. Other cases may be considered by
introducing positive fractions x1, x2, x3, where xi ≤ 1 for all i, and
∑
i xi ≡ 1, so that
βi = αxi/Kd.
The bulk moduli Kd and Km are, respectively, the drained (porous) bulk modulus of
the overall system and the mineral modulus whenever there is only one mineral present in
the system (as will be assumed here for the present analysis). [The scalar drained modulus
Kd for an anisotropic system is identical to the Reuss average for the bulk modulus of
the compliance matrix of the porous system. See Berryman (2004b).] When the system is
responding anisotropically as in the case of a set of cracks having a vertical symmetry axis
like example (2), it is appropriate to make (17) compatible with the structure of (2) by setting
β1 = β2 = 0, so β3 = α/Kd. Although it is then tempting to treat the anisotropic probem by
making an ad hoc fluid-dependent perturbation to η2ρc while ignoring η1ρc, since its value is
two orders of magnitude smaller, we will find that the full analysis is not very difficult. We
show later in the section that the usual ad hoc corrections differ in some significant ways
from the exact results obtained here.
3.1 Bulk modulus response
Recall that Gassmann’s formula for an isotropic medium can be written in the form:
Ku = Kd +
α2
(α− φ)/Km + φ/Kf
=
Kd
1− αB
, (18)
where Ku is the undrained bulk modulus, Kd is the drained bulk modulus, Km is the mineral
or solid modulus, Kf is the bulk modulus of the pore fluid, φ is the porosity and α =
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1 − Kd/Km. The coefficient B is Skempton’s coefficient (Skempton, 1954). The value of
Skempton’s coefficient B is determined by rearranging (18) in terms of compliances (instead
of stiffnesses), as
1
Ku
−
1
Kd
= −
α
Kd
[
1 +
Kdφ
Kfα
(
1−
Kf
Km
)]
−1
= −
α
Kd
B. (19)
Equation (19) thus serves as a definition of Skempton’s coefficient B in terms of the other
moduli of the system.
Now also recall that, for fractured media having no other porosity φ except the fractures
themselves, we have
φ =
4pi
3
b3
(a
b
) N
V
=
4pi
3
(a
b
)
ρc, (20)
where the crack density is ρc = Nb
3/V , N/V is the number of cracks per unit volume, b is
the radius of the (assumed) penny-shaped crack, and a/b is its aspect ratio. Assuming there
is only one horizontal crack or a set of parallel horizontal cracks, we can make use of (2)
since then the Reuss average of the bulk modulus of the drained cracked sample is given by
1
Kd
=
1
Km
+ 2(3η1 + η2)ρc. (21)
Equation (17), with β1 = β2 = 0, β3 = α/Kd, and γ = α/BKd, then implies that
1
Ku
=
1
Kd
− β23/γ =
1− αB
Kd
, (22)
as expected. Furthermore, since
α
Kd
=
1
Kd
−
1
Km
= 2(3η1 + η2)ρc (23)
follows from (21), we also have from (22) and (23) that
1
Ku
−
1
Kd
= −
α
Kd
B = −2(3η1 + η2)ρcB. (24)
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Adding (23) to (24), we obtain
1
Ku
−
1
Km
= 2(3η1 + η2)ρc(1− B). (25)
So, the rigorous statement relating the Sayers & Kachanov parameters to the undrained
modulus Ku is that all occurrences of η1 and those occurrences of η2 contributing to the
part of the compliance matrix that operates on the principal stresses (σ11, σ22, σ33) are all
simply multiplied by a factor of (1 − B), where B is Skempton’s coefficient of undrained
poroelasticity. This method is easily seen to be capable of treating consistently all the in-
teresting cases of Kf from Kf ' 0 (having B = 0) to Kf ' Km (having B = 1). This
method provides an interpolation scheme, but it is also a fully rigorous one, unlike the ad
hoc schemes sometimes seen in the literature on this topic, which typically use a factor of
(1−Kf/Km) instead of the rigorous factor of (1−B).
To see how much difference there is between these two factors, we expand (1 − B) and
find
1−B =
1−Kf/Km
1−Kf/Km + (Kfα/φKd)
. (26)
From (23) and (20), we determine that the ratio
α
φKd
= 3(3η1 + η2)/2pi(a/b), (27)
having cancelled out the factors of ρc. So the final term in the denominator of (26) is inversely
proportional to the aspect ratio a/b. In the limit of small aspect ratios and finite values of
Kf 6= Km, we find that
1− B → O [a(1−Kf/Km)/b] . (28)
Therefore, when the aspect ratio a/b becomes very small, we find that 1 − B goes to zero
regardless of the value of Kf relative to Km (as long as Kf 6= 0.0). This formula is physically
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sensible because it provides a simple resolution to the possibly ambiguous situation in which
the aspect ratio is extremely small, while we are uncertain about the presence or absence of
fluid in the cracks. The formula says that, if the volume of the crack is negligible, then the
effect of the finite fluid bulk modulus Kf is also negligible. This result is entirely reasonable,
as Kf is a bulk property — not a surface property — and therefore should not be expected
to influence bulk behavior due to very thin cracks in a macroscopic medium.
3.2 Shear modulus response
Now another interesting and important result is the Mavko & Jizba (1991) formula re-
lating changes in fluid content induced in the bulk modulus to those induced in the shear
modulus for very low crack density and isotropic media. For this calculation we can safely
neglect the terms in η1 as they are two orders of magnitude smaller than the already small
contributions that we will be considering.
Again recall that the effective drained bulk (Kd) and shear (Gd) moduli are given by
1
Gd
−
1
Gm
=
4η2ρc
3
(29)
and
1
Kd
−
1
Km
' 2η2ρc (30)
[see equations (11) and (12) of Berryman and Grechka (2006)] for an isotropic system of
randomly oriented cracks in host with moduli Gm and Km.
The pertinent changes ∆f to the undrained compliances due to the presence of a fluid
bulk modulus differing from Km (recall that B = 1 if Kf = Km) in an isotropic system are
therefore given [see Eq. (25)] by
∆f
(
1
Ku
)
= 3∆f(S11 + 2S12) = −2η2ρc∆f (B) (31)
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for the undrained bulk modulus Ku. For the shear modulus in an isotropic system, we will
have two contributions: First, for the principal stresses satisfying σ11 = −σ22 we have:
∆f
(
1
G12
)
≡ ∆f (2(S11 − S12)) = −
4
3
η2ρc∆f (B). (32)
Then, the other shear contribution comes from the uniaxial shear modulus according to
∆f
(
1
Greff
)
= ∆f (2(S11 + S12 − 4S13 + 2S33)/3) = −
4
3
η2ρc∆f (B), (33)
where Greff has been defined previously [see Berryman (2004b) and Berryman(2006)] and
is due in this instance to the presence of cracks saturated by the fluid. Note that these two
shear contributions are numerically equal. Then, we easily recover the corresponding result
of Mavko & Jizba (1991) by observing first that the total change in the undrained shear
modulus for the isotropic system is
∆f
(
1
Gu
)
=
2
5
∆f
(
1
Greff
)
+
3
5
× 0, (34)
since the three remaining contributions to shear compliance exhibit no fluid dependence and
so do not contribute to (34). Finally, substituting (33) into (34) and then comparing to (31),
we have
∆f
(
1
Gu
)
=
4
15
∆f
(
1
Ku
)
, (35)
in agreement with previous results of this type by Mavko & Jizba (1991) and Berryman et
al. (2002). So this formalism provides an efficient means of correctly deriving both old and
new results. Finally, recall that (35) is clearly an approximation, since we have neglected the
terms proportional to η1ρc. The result must also be modified at high crack densities, but we
will not pursue this possible generalization of the formula here.
Berryman et al. (2002) have also shown that the factor of 4
15
in (35) holds strictly only
for very flat cracks [consistent with the assumptions of Mavko & Jizba (1991)], and that the
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appropriate factor in other situations can be either higher or lower than 4
15
, depending on
details.
We expand on these and related topics using worked examples in the remaining sections
of the paper.
4 DECONSTRUCTION FOR SMALL CRACK DENSITIES
The ultimate goal of the work presented has been to enable some approaches to the
problem of characterizing reservoirs, especially reservoirs containing fractures, using seismic
data. This idea is obviously not a new one (Bonner, 1974; Lynn et al., 1995; Schoenberg
& Sayers, 1995). But some of the consequences of the Sayers & Kachanov (1991) method
need more detailed exploration and explication. We will provide some of that discussion in
the following two examples: first treating a fairly typical reflection seismic example, and
then showing how to use similar ideas in a different way for very shallow imaging and
characterization.
4.1 Reflection seismic example for small ρc
Assume for the sake of argument that all three Thomsen parameters (Thomsen, 1986),
γ, , and δ, have been determined for a given reservoir and that the reservoir exhibits VTI
characteristics. [If the reservoir does not in fact exhibit VTI symmetry, then we might need
to consider HTI (horizontal transverse isotropy) or some still more complicated type of
anisotropy. [Such situations are not beyond these methods, but they are beyond our present
scope.] For VTI, we need to know something about the variety of behaviors that are possible
in the presence of fractures. Equations (4) and (5) show the results expected if the fractures
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are vertical and randomly oriented. But there are obviously other possibilities as well, and
to have a better chance of making a valid interpretation of the observed behavior, we need to
know more about the range of possibilities for the Thomsen parameters. We will not try to
be exhaustive here, but rather present one additional result that can clearly be distinguished
by such data.
Consider first the case of horizontal fractures. Then, the axis of fracture symmetry is
uniformly vertical, and so the reservoir would exhibit VTI symmetry again (just as in the
case of vertical fractures randomly oriented). But the resulting expressions for the Thomsen
parameters in terms of the Sayers & Kachanov (1991) parameters are quite different. We
find for horizontal fractures that
γh =
c66 − c44
2c44
= ρcη2G0, (36)
and
h =
c11 − c33
2c33
= ρc[(1 + ν0)η1 + η2]
E0
(1− ν20)
'
2ρcη2G0
1− ν0
. (37)
The background shear modulus is G0, and the corresponding Poisson ratio is ν0. Again, we
find that δ =  to the lowest order in the crack density parameter. Also, we have neglected
the term in η1 in the final expression of (37), as this is on the order of a 1% correction to
the term retained.
So we find that the magnitude of the coefficients in this case differs by a factor of 2 from
those of randomly oriented vertical fractures as seen earlier in Eqs. (4) and (5). More impor-
tantly however, the sign of these expressions is opposite that for random vertical fractures.
The factor of 2 and the sign difference are both easily understood in the context of Sayers &
Kachanov (1991) parameters, because a certain average of these two results corresponds to
an isotropic medium and, therefore, the Thomsen anisotropy parameters for these two cases
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must average to zero in this case. [Recall that this statement’s validity rests in part on the
assumption of low crack densities ρc.] The appropriate average is twice the vertical fracture
result added to the horizontal fracture result, and then this sum is divided by three. This
method of construction gives equal weighting to each of the three component fracture sets,
since the vertical fractures have only half of the total crack density (ρc/2) in the vertical
example, whereas the horizontal fracture set has the full weight of ρc.
In both examples, the Thomsen parameter measurements may be used to estimate the
magnitude of the ρcη2 product assuming the background shear modulus G0 and the back-
ground Poisson ratio ν0 are either known, or can be accurately estimated. But, horizontally
fractured systems can also be easily distinguished from vertically fractured systems, since
the sign of the Thomsen coefficients is opposite in these two scenarios. These results are
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5, using the same simulation examples as discussed previously
from Berryman and Grechka (2006).
It would be helpful for interpretation purposes to enumerate other related scenarios that
could be distinguished from these two by using the anisotropy parameter data. However, we
will leave such problems — especially those involving azimuthal dependence (and therefore
not VTI symmetry) — to future work. There is no fundamental problem with computing the
relations between the Thomsen parameters and the Sayers & Kachanov (1991) parameters
for arbitrarily complicated choices of fractured reservoir scenarios. All can be studied in a
very straightforward way, but making good choices about which of the necessarily limited
number of scenario that time permits us to consider and providing a general structure for
the analysis are presumably two of the key steps in this process that require further study.
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4.2 Shallow example for small ρc
The preceding example assumed that typical reflection seismic data collection could be
performed at the site of interest. But suppose instead that the region of interest is quite
shallow, possibly very soft and/or compliant sediments or soils, and that, in particular, it is
not possible (either logistically or otherwise) to obtain shear wave data directly. Then what
can be done?
One of the most common problems with traditional compressional wave surveys is ground
roll. Ground roll is typically composed of Rayleigh and/or Love waves, and usually the
Rayleigh wave component is the one we need to eliminate because it is contaminating the
compressional wave data gathered near the shot point. As mentioned before, the Rayleigh
wave speed depends on both the compressional and shear wave speeds of the medium,
and – being a surface wave – it is most strongly influenced by the topmost layers of the
earth (usually those within about one wavelength from the surface). So, for shallow imaging
and analysis, why not consider using Rayleigh wave speed measurements together with P -
wave speed measurements to infer the S-wave speed? The important S-wave speed in an
anisotropic (VTI) medium is the shear wave speed in the symmetry plane (perpendicular
to the axis of symmetry). Thus, the formula shown previously in (7) is still pertinent, but
it needs to be used in a different way to find the shear wave speed vs =
√
c66/ρ0, when
vp =
√
c11/ρ0 and vR are known. We have already discussed this approach briefly in Section
2.4.
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5 DECONSTRUCTION FOR LARGER CRACK DENSITIES
5.1 Second order corrections
For larger crack densities, we need to add higher order corrections into our analysis of
the compliance corrections. The second order corrections in crack density for the case of
horizontal fractures (having the vertical (z-)axis of symmetry again) are:
∆S
(2)
ij = ρ
2
c


0 0 η4
0 0 η4
η4 η4 2(η3 + η4 + η5)
2η5
2η5
0


. (38)
Equation (38) is the second order correction corresponding to first order correction (2).
The arguments of η3, η4, and η5 are all understood to be zero. If (as is most likely to be
the case) there are also higher order corrections to η1 and η2, then we should also relabel
η4 and η5 as discussed in Appendix A, so that (for example, depending on available data)
η4 → η
v
4(0) ' η4(0) + η
′
1(0) and η5 → η
v
5(0) ' η5(0) + η
′
2(0). The remaining contribution η3
does not need shifting since it first appears at this order of the expansion in ρc.
Performing these various shifting tasks requires a great deal of information that will
often not be available. Furthermore, it is not particularly useful information unless the goal
is to characterize the system for all crack densities. We can characterize a given system well
enough without performing any of these tasks, as long as terms in ρ3c and higher order may
be safely neglected (e.g., for ρc = 0.1, terms of order ρ
3
c = 0.001 are 1% of the first order
corrections and 0.1% of the host contributions).
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For completeness we note that the second order correction corresponding to the isotropic
case is:
∆S
(2)
ij =
2ρ2c
3


(η3 + η4 + η5) (η3 + η4) (η3 + η4)
(η3 + η4) (η3 + η4 + η5) (η3 + η4)
(η3 + η4) (η3 + η4) (η3 + η4 + η5)
2η5
2η5
2η5


. (39)
[Note that there are terms present in the isotropic case that do not arrive by simply taking
the orientational average of (38), as we could have done – and have discussed already – for
the small crack density results. The formula (39) is however obtained directly by taking the
appropriate second derivatives of the elastic potential energy (59).]
And, similarly, the second order correction for the case of random vertical cracks (having
normals lying randomly in horizontal planes) is:
∆S
(2)
ij =
ρ2c
2


(η3 + η4 + η5) (η3 + η4) η4/2
(η3 + η4) (η3 + η4 + η5) η4/2
η4/2 η4/2 0
η5
η5
2η5


. (40)
[Note: Again this result does not follow immediately from the result (38), but requires the
careful use of the (61).] This case is the same one illustrated in Figure 1, but we are assuming
now that 0.1 ≤ ρc ≤ 0.2 as in the simulation data used for the fits in Berryman & Grechka
(2006).
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Using the same notation and the same order of approximation [i.e., retaining O(ρ2c)], the
Reuss averages for the bulk modulus and shear modulus of an overall isotropic system of
fractures in an elastic medium with host moduli K0 and G0 are:
1
KR
=
1
K0
+ 2ρc [η2 + ρc(η3 + η5) + 3(η1 + ρcη4)] (41)
and
1
GR
=
1
G0
+
4ρc
3
[η2 + ρc(η5 + 2η3/5)] . (42)
Berryman & Grechka (2006) found that the noninteraction approximation is quite accu-
rate for the shear modulus determined by using simulation data of Grechka & Kachanov
(2006a,b,c) in the random polycrystals of cracked-grains model. This means the terms of
order ρ2c in (42) are negligible and, therefore, also suggests that η3 ' −
5
2
η5.
Table 2 shows the results of fitting to the computer-based empirical results of Grechka
and Kachanov (2006a,b,c) (from 79 simulations for ν0 = 0.0000 and another 73 simulations
for ν0 = 0.4375). For both Poisson ratio values considered, the parameter combination
η5+2η3/5 [see Eq. (42)] was found to be quite small, e.g., η5+2η3/5 ' 0.02 for ν0 = 0.0000
and' 0.00 for ν0 = 0.4375. This result suggests that setting η3 ' −5η5/2 may be appropriate
over the full range of ν0 normally considered pertinent to geophysics, i.e., 0.0 ≤ ν0 ≤ 0.5.
Combining this observation with the further obsrevations that η1 ' 0.0 and η4 ' 0.0 shows
that the second order correction matrices are much simpler than might have been anticipated.
The main conclusion appears to be that effective isotropic shear modulus of these cracked
systems at moderate crack densities does not depend in any significant way on the higher
order corrections, which shows from (42) that the parameter combination η5+2η3/5 should
vanish. We therefore use this empirical relationship to eliminate η3 by substituting −5η5/2
everywhere in its place.
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Since we are now neglecting η1 — as it is about two orders of magnitude smaller than
the terms retained — resulting corrections contain only three combinations of the remaining
parameters: D1 ≡ η2+ ρc(η3+ η5) ' η2−
3
2
ρcη5, D2 ≡ η2+ ρcη5, and N = D1−D2 = ρcη3 '
−5
2
ρcη5. Then, for horizontal fractures, we have
∆S
(1)
ij +∆S
(2)
ij ' ρc


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 2D1
2D2
2D2
0


. (43)
Similarly, for the isotropic case, we have:
∆S
(1)
ij +∆S
(2)
ij '
2ρc
3


D1 N N
N D1 N
N N D1
2D2
2D2
2D2


, (44)
while, for vertical fractures, we also have:
∆S
(1)
ij +∆S
(2)
ij ' ρc


D1 N 0
N D1 0
0 0 0
D2
D2
2D2


. (45)
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These results differ somewhat from the corresponding results of Sayers & Kachanov (1995)
and Schoenberg & Sayers (1995). For example, D1 6= D2 in formula (43). Nevertheless,
equations (44) and (45) are both valid VTI compliance correction matrices, since 2(D1−N) =
2D2. [Eq. (43) is also a valid VTI compliance correction, but trivially so since all the terms
that need to be checked vanish identically.] When the crack density is sufficiently small,
the results of Sayers & Kachanov (1995) and Schoenberg & Sayers (1995) will clearly be
recovered. But, for higher crack densities, we expect to see some predictable deviations. The
difference is due to the presence of the higher order term η5 and the factor of crack density
ρc.
Horizontal cracks
From (43) horizontal cracks, direct calculation shows that the main two Thomsen param-
eters for this problem are:
γh = ρcG0D2 (46)
and, similarly,
h =
2ρcG0
1− ν0
D1. (47)
The corresponding Reuss averages of the bulk and shear moduli are:
1
KhR
=
1
K0
+ 2ρcD1 (48)
and, similarly,
1
GhR
=
1
G0
+
4ρc
5
(
2
3
D1 +D2
)
. (49)
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Vertical cracks
From (45) for vertical cracks, direct calculation shows that the main two Thomsen pa-
rameters for this problem are:
γv = −
1
2
(
ρcG0D2
1 + 2ρcG0D2
)
(50)
and, similarly,
v = −
ρcG0
1− ν0
(
(D1 + 2ν0N) + ρcE0(D
2
1 −N
2)
1 + 2ρcG0
1−ν0
[2(D1 + ν0N) + ρcE0(D21 −N
2)]
)
. (51)
The corresponding Reuss averages of the bulk and shear moduli are:
1
KvR
=
1
K0
+ 2ρc(D1 +N) =
1
K0
+ 2ρc (η2 − 4ρcη5) (52)
and, similarly,
1
GvR
=
1
G0
+
2ρc
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[(D1 +N) + 9D2] =
1
G0
+
2ρc
3
(2η2 + ρcη5) . (53)
It is straightforward to check in both cases (horizontal and vertical cracks) that the high
crack density results reduce to the previously quoted low crack density results when ρc is
small.
5.2 Examples
Expressions for phase velocities in Thomsen’s weak anisotropy limit can be found many
places, including Thomsen (1986) and Ru¨ger (2002). The pertinent expressions for phase
velocities as a function of angle θ, measured from the vertical direction, are
vp(θ) = vp(0)
(
1 + δ sin2 θ cos2 θ +  sin4 θ
)
, (54)
vsv(θ) = vs(0)
(
1 + [v2p(0)/v
2
s(0)](− δ) sin
2 θ cos2 θ
)
, (55)
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and
vsh(θ) = vs(0)
(
1 + γ sin2 θ
)
. (56)
In our present context, vs(0) =
√
c44/ρ0, and vp(0) =
√
c33/ρ0, where c33, c44, and ρ0 are two
stiffnesses of the cracked medium and the mass density of the isotropic host elastic medium.
We assume that the cracks have insufficient volume to affect the mass density significantly.
We have found that in the cases studied there is a further simplification, which is appar-
ently due to the fact that all cases considered here have either isotropic or VTI symmetry. In
particular, we have found by direct computations that δ =  for low crack density materials.
This result shows that vsv(θ) ' vsv(0) is approximately constant, and therefore is not very
interesting. The result δ =  does not affect vsh(θ), but the remaining phase velocity now
reduces in the same limit to
vp(θ) = vp(0)
(
1 +  sin2 θ
)
. (57)
Although some approximations (like expanding square roots) have been made to arrive at
these formulas, it is still reasonable to refer to the results as having “elliptical” symmetry.
By comparison, an isotropic medium has “spherical” symmetry, as the wave fronts move
away from a point source at the same rate in all spatial directions.
Figures 4 and 5 show results for horizontal and vertical cracked materials for the examples
having ν0 = 0.00 and ν0 = 0.4375 considered by Berryman and Grechka (2006). Recall
that Thomsen’s weak anisotropy approximation (Thomsen, 1986) as embodied in (54)–(56)
assumes that |δ| ≤ 0.2, || ≤ 0.2, |γ| ≤ 0.2 and is designed to be most accurate at small
angles from the vertical (as it is needed to be for use in reflection seismology), so the results
plotted should not be taken too literally as θ → 90o.
Exact velocities (see Appendix C) for the same values of the cij ’s were plotted in black
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in Figures 4 & 5, while Thomsen’s approximate velocities were subsequently plotted in red.
Results show that Thomsen’s approximations are very close to the exact velocities for vp
out to θ ' 30o or 40o. Overall changes in both vsv and vsh with angle θ are small in these
examples, so Thomsen’s and the exact formulas agree well over the entire range of angles.
Note that the peak value of vsv in Thomsen’s approximation always occurs at θ = 45
o,
whereas the true peak depends on the ratio (c33−c44)/(c11−c44), and may be approximated
by the formula tan2 θ ' (c33 − c44)/(c11 − c44).
6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Sayers & Kachanov (1991) introduced a convenient method of analyzing fractured (but
otherwise) elastic systems. We have seen here that their method can be successfully gen-
eralized to fluid-saturated fractures. One rigorous and important result, demonstrated for
low crack densities, is that the crack-influence parameters are changed under undrained
conditions from η1(0) and η2(0) to η1(0)(1 − B) and η2(0)(1 − B), respectively, where B
is Skempton’s coefficient. Since B ranges from B ' 0 for vacuum or air (or fully drained
conditions) and B → 1 for Kf → Km, we cover the entire range of normal possibilities by in-
conporating this one additional parameter into the model. This result can also be generalized
for higher crack densities, but discussion of this effort has been left to future work.
Furthermore, when the Sayers & Kachanov (1991) method is used in conjunction with
Thomsen’s anisotropy parameter (Thomsen, 1986), we find not only analytical results that
aid our intuition about these complex problems, but also a means to deconstruct velocity
data and then to interpret the nature (approximate crack density) of fractures in the system
being studied. The magnitudes of the fracture parameters η1 and η2 can be determined in a
straightforward way using any effective medium theory we trust (Kachanov, 1994; Prat and
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Baz˜ant, 1997; Grechka, 2005). And furthermore, this side calculation can be done just for the
isotropic (and, therefore, the simplest) case for randomly oriented cracks. For examples of
the results for penny-shaped cracks in quartz, see Table 1. These parameter values do not
change for fixed crack shapes and fixed host medium. Only the crack density parameter ρc
and the crack orientation distributions (for the anisotropic situations) will change. It would
also be interesting and important to understand how these effects might depend on the host
medium properties when the host itself is inherently anisotropic (Lyakhovitsky, 1993).
For very dilute fracture systems, any of the standard effective medium theories will ac-
tually produce virtually the same values of the parameters η1 and η2. The only variable is
the crack shape, which was assumed here (as is most commonly done) to be penny-shaped
cracks with small aspect ratios. Values of η1 and η2 can vary with changes in the assumed
microstructure (i.e., other choices of crack shapes), but values could be tabulated once and
for all for the low density limit with any choices of crack shape we might ever want to
consider and then the numbers would be universally available. Users would not need to be
experts in effective medium theory to make use of these results — although they would, of
course, still need to experts in the interpretation of seismic data and, in particular, of the
Thomsen parameters themselves.
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Appendix A: Crack-influence Decomposition Method
Sayers & Kachanov (1991) present a useful method for decomposing the elastic potential
of a cracked system into parts due to the (assumed) homogeneous and isotropic elastic
background material, and those due to the presence of cracks up to moderate crack densities
(ρc ' 0.1). The fundamental idea is that the elastic potential function is composed of
just nine terms, representing all combinations of stress invariants of such a system. These
invariants depend on the stress tensor σ and the crack density tensor α. In particular, the
tensor α is defined in three dimensions by
α =
1
V
∑
c
a3c nˆcnˆ
T
c , (58)
where V is the averaging volume, nˆc is the unit normal of penny-shaped crack c having
radius ac. We use the notation nˆcnˆ
T
c , where T is the transpose, to express the outer product
(nˆc⊗ nˆc) of two vectors; this notation is consistent with that commonly used to express the
singular value decomposition of an arbitrary matrix in terms of its singular vectors. Another
common, and entirely equivalent, form of notation for the same quantity that is often used
in the mechanics literature is the dyadic form ncnc.
The elastic potential Φ(σ, α) then takes the form
Φ(σ, α) = Φ
(0)
1 [Tr(σ)]
2 + Φ
(0)
2 Tr(σ · σ) + η1Tr(σ)Tr(σ · α) + η2Tr(σ · σ · α)
+ η3[Tr(σ · α)]
2 + η4Tr(σ)Tr(σ · α · α) + η5Tr(σ · σ · α · α)
+ η6Tr(σ · α)Tr(σ · α · α) + η7[Tr(σ · α · α)]
2,
(59)
where Tr is the trace operation, and the dot notation indicates a contraction over one set of
indices. (Note that the significance of coefficients η4, η6, and η7 have been changed here from
the definitions made by Kachanov (1980), Kachanov and Sevostianov (2005), and Sayers
and Kachanov (1991), so that here η4 is the coefficient of a contribution second order in α,
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η6 third order in α, and η7 fourth order in α.) The coefficients pertinent to the isotropic host
elastic medium are given by Φ
(0)
1 = (1 + ν0)/2E0 and Φ
(0)
2 = −ν0/2E0, where E0 is Young’s
modulus, and ν0 is Poisson’s ratio for the host material.
Now, to illustrate the meaning of (59), we reduce this to component form in two examples.
For the cases of interest, we can assume the crack density tensor itself reduces to the form
α =
3∑
i=1
ρinˆinˆ
T
i , (60)
where nˆi, for i = 1, 2, 3, correspond to spatial directions x, y, z, respectively. Furthermore,
Tr(α) = ρ1 + ρ2 + ρ3 ≡ ρc = na
3 is the scalar crack density defined in the main text.
A.1 Vertical cracks only, ρc = ρ1 + ρ2
Our first example is one with all vertical cracks, having their crack normals in the xy-
plane. Then, ρc = ρ1+ρ2. A special case of this type is when the crack normals are completely
randomly distributed so that ρ1 = ρ2 = ρc/2. Then, we get simplified formulas for all the
terms in the elastic potential. The results are:
Φ(σ, α) = Φ
(0)
1 [Tr(σ)]
2 + Φ
(0)
2 Tr(σ · σ) + (η1ρc/2 + η4ρ
2
c/4)(σ11 + σ22 + σ33)(σ11 + σ22)
+(η2ρc/2 + η5ρ
2
c/4)(σ1jσj1 + σ2jσj2) + (η3ρ
2
c/4 + η6ρ
3
c/8 + η7ρ
4
c/16)(σ11 + σ22)
2,
(61)
where again the repeated index j is summed.
At low crack densities ρc, we see that only the terms proportional to η1 and η2 are
important in the crack-influence decomposition. As the crack density increases, the terms
proportional to η3, η4, and η5 start to contribute. Then, at the highest crack densities
considered, all seven of these coefficients come into play. Although we may imagine, for
example, that η2(ρc) ' η2(0) + ρcη
′
2(0) is actually a function of crack density ρc, it is clear
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from the form of (61) that the corrections η′2(0) will be indistinguishable (at this order of
approximation) from corrections due to η5(0) [also assuming no other information is available
concerning functional forms, etc.]. So, at low crack densities, we do not need to consider
any coefficients except η1(0) and η2(0). When we need to fit quadratic corrections for the
moderate crack density results, it is sufficient to consider only coefficients η1(0) through
η5(0).
When the situation we are considering has only vertical cracks, then the following remarks
apply (but also see the discussion in the third subsection about the mixed problem): For
small to moderate crack densities ρc, we do not need to consider ρc dependence of η1(ρc)
or η2(ρc), as such dependence cannot be distinguished from the low order contributions
from η4(0) and η5(0), respectively. Similarly, η3(0) comes into play whenever η4(0) and η5(0)
are important, while η6(0) and η7(0) can presumably always be neglected in most low to
moderate crack density applications.
Similar remarks apply here when the only information available is from collections of
horizontal cracks.
A.2 Horizontal cracks only, ρc = ρ3
If all the cracks in the system have the same axis of symmetry (which we will take to be
the vertical or z-axis), then ρc = ρ3 and (59) reduces to the following expression:
Φ(σ, α) = Φ
(0)
1 [Tr(σ)]
2 + Φ
(0)
2 Tr(σ · σ) + (η1ρc + η4ρ
2
c)(σ11 + σ22 + σ33)σ33
+(η2ρc + η5ρ
2
c)σ3jσj3 + (η3ρ
2
c + η6ρ
3
c + η7ρ
4
c)σ
2
33,
(62)
where the repeated index j is summed.
Typical values of ρc of interest in many applications are around ρc = 0.1 (or less). So as
long as the η’s for higher order corrections are of approximately the same order of magni-
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tude as those for η1(0) and η2(0), we see that neglect of terms like η6ρ
3
c + η7ρ
4
c is entirely
appropriate.
Now it is also easy to see how (61) gives rise to the low density result (3), and also how
(62) gives rise to (2).
A.3 Both horizontal and vertical crack information available
Results of Berryman and Grechka (2006) show that, for vertical cracks at moderate
crack densities, the only higher order corrections of importance are those due to η5. For
vertical cracks, η2 and η5 appear together only in the combination η2ρc + η5ρ
2
c , whereas,
for horizontal cracks, they appear together only in the combination η2ρc/2 + η5ρ
2
c/4. So,
under these circumstances, it would be possible to distinguish the contributions of the first
correction to η2 − η2(0) ' ρcη
′
2(0) from the contributions due only to η5(0), since then we
could define quantities:
ηv5(0) ≡ η5(0) + η
′
2(0) (63)
and
ηh5 (0) ≡ η5(0) + 2η
′
2(0) (64)
(for the vertical and horizontal cases respectively), which are clearly the values that are
actually obtained in the two separate data sets. Then, we see that the values of η′2(0) and
the true η5(0) are obtained by considering the two combinations
ηh5 (0)− η
v
5(0) = η
′
2(0), (65)
and
2ηv5(0)− η
h
5 (0) = η5(0). (66)
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The paper by Berryman and Grechka (2006) made use only of numerical experiments on
vertical cracks, and so was not able to separate these effects, since only ηv5(0) was measured.
This situation can be remedied in the future by doing further simulations in order to fill in
information that is currently unavailable.
Appendix B: Thomsen parameters for higher crack densities
The three Thomsen parameters (Thomsen, 1986) for weak anisotropy are γ = (c66 −
c44)/2c44,  = (c11 − c33)/2c33, and
δ =
(c13 + c44)
2 − (c33 − c44)
2
2c33(c33 − c44)
=
(
c13 + c33
2c33
)(
c13 + 2c44 − c33
c33 − c44
)
. (67)
All three of these parameters can play important roles in the velocities given by (54)-56)
when the crack densities are high enough. If crack densities are low, then the SV shear wave
will have no dependence on angle of wave propagation. Note that the so-called anellipticity
parameter A =  − δ, vanishes when  ≡ δ, which has been shown to happen for low crack
densities.
To avoid encumbering the main text, we will collect some of the more difficult results
for higher crack densities here. Recall that, for low crack densities, we have the helpful
simplification that δ ' , so the wave speed formulas reduce to elliptical symmetry, and the
expressions for the coefficients γ and  themselves are also relatively simple. However, for the
higher crack density results, we find that δ 6= , and, furthermore, the resulting expressions
for the parameters, especially for δ, become difficult and unwieldy. We have displayed the
results for the γh and h of horizontally cracked systems in (46) and 47) and for γv and v
of vertically cracked systems in (50) and 51). We collect the results for δh and δv here.
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B.1 Thomsen parameter δh for horizontal cracks
Note that for horizontal fractures/cracks, the ratio c13
c33
= (ν0−ρcη1E0)/(1−ν0). For small
ρc we then have the factor
c13+c33
2c33
' 1/2(1ν0) in (67).
The final result for δh is given by
δh =
2ρcG0
(1− ν0)
[
2(1− ν0)D1 − (1− 2ν0)D2
1 + 2(1− ν0)ρcG0(D2 −D1)
]
. (68)
To check the low crack density limit, we note that D1 → D2 → η2(0) as ρc → 0. So we have
the limiting result
δh →
2ρcη2G0
(1− ν0)
(69)
in agreement with (37) and (47).
For the wave speeds in this case, we also need to know
c44 =
G0
1 + 2ρcG0D2
(70)
and
c33 =
E0
1 + 2ρcE0D1 − 2ν20/(1− ν0)
. (71)
B.2 Thomsen parameter δv for vertical cracks
The fundamental formulas for the Thomsen parameters do not change with the anisotropy
medium symmetry. So Eq. (67) is again the appropriate formula for the case of vertical cracks.
On the other hand, the difficulty of the analysis rises considerably in this case, and it does
not seem appropriate to show details here. Rather the four terms that need to be computed
in order to evaluate (67) and the wave speeds (54)–(56) will be given instead.
The pertinent shear modulus is easily computed as
c44 =
G0
1 + ρcG0D2
. (72)
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The remaining two components of the formula depend on the determinant of the upper 3×3
matrix of the perturbed compliance. Using (45), we find
Det =
1
E20
[
(1 + ν0)
2(1− 2ν0)
E0
+ 2ρc(1 + ν0)[(1− ν0)D1 + ν0N ] + ρ
2
cE0(D
2
1 −N
2)
]
. (73)
Then, we have
c13 =
ν0
E0
[
1 + ν0
E0
+ ρc(D1 −N)
]
/Det, (74)
and, finally,
c33 =
[
1− ν20
E20
+
2ρc
E0
(D1 + ν0N) + ρ
2
c
(
D21 −N
2
)]
/Det. (75)
Evaluating these expressions numerically and then plugging the numbers into (67) produces
the results seen in Figures 4 and 5. Note that, when ν0 = 0.00, we have c33 = K0+4G0/3 ≡
E0, which explains the convergence of the results for small θ in Fig. 5a.
Appendix C: Exact seismic velocities for VTI media
Thomsen’s weak anisotropy method (Thomsen, 1986), being an approximation designed
specifically for use in velocity analysis for exploration geophysics, is clearly not exact. Ap-
proximations incorporated into the formulas become most apparent for greater angles θ from
the vertical, especially for vp(θ) and vsv(θ).
For reference purposes, we include here the exact velocity formulas for P, SV, and SH
seismic waves at all angles in a VTI elastic medium. These results are available in many
places, but are taken specifically from Berryman (1979) with some minor changes of notation.
The results are:
v2p(θ) =
1
2ρ
{[
(c11 + c44) sin
2 θ + (c33 + c44) cos
2 θ
]
+R(θ)
}
(76)
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and
v2sv(θ) =
1
2ρ
{[
(c11 + c44) sin
2 θ + (c33 + c44) cos
2 θ
]
− R(θ)
}
, (77)
where
R(θ) =
√[
(c11 − c44) sin
2 θ − (c33 − c44) cos2 θ
]2
+ 4 (c13 + c44)
2 sin2 θ cos2 θ (78)
and, finally,
v2sh(θ) =
1
ρ
[
c44 + (c66 − c44) sin
2 θ
]
. (79)
In each case, Thomsen’s approximation has included a step that removes the square on
the left-hand side of the equation, by (Taylor) expanding a square root of the right hand
side. This step introduces a factor of 1
2
multiplying the sin2 θ terms on the right hand side,
and — for example — immediately explains how equation (56) is obtained from (79). The
other two equations for vp(θ) and vsv(θ), i.e., (54) & (55), involve additional approximations
as well that we will not attempt to explain here.
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Table 1. Examples of Sayers & Kachanov (1991) crack-influence parameters η1(ρc) and
η2(ρc), when crack density ρc << 1 for penny-shaped cracks in quartz. Four choices of
effective medium theory are considered: NI (non-inteacting), DS, (differential scheme),
CPA (coherent potential approximation), and SC (the Budiansky and O’Connell
self-consistent scheme). Note that crack density is defined here as ρc = Nr
3/V , where N/V
is number density of cracks, and A = pir2 is the area of the circular crack face.
η1 (GPa
−1) η2 (GPa
−1)
NI -0.000216 0.0287
DS -0.000216 0.0290
CPA -0.000258 0.0290
SC -0.0000207 0.0290
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Table 2. Values of five crack-influence parameters of Sayers & Kachanov (1991) for two
examples of host elastic media (ν0 = 0.00 and ν0 = 0.4375) considered in the text.
S & K (1991) First Example Second Example
Parameter ν0 = 0.00 ν0 = 0.4375
η1(0) (GPa
−1) 0.0000 -0.0192
η2(0) (GPa
−1) 0.1941 0.3994
η3(0) (GPa
−1) -0.3666 -1.3750
η4(0) (GPa
−1) 0.0000 0.0000
η5(0) (GPa
−1) 0.0917 0.5500
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FIG. 1: Example of a vertical cross-section (xz-plane) through a medium having penny-shaped
cracks with radius r/L = 0.05, where L = 1.0 is the length on each side of a cube in 3D. This
image was produced by randomly placing 2000 crack centers in the box of volume = L3 (so crack
density ρc = 0.25), and testing to see if the center is within a distance r ≤ 0.05 of the central square
at y = 0.5. If so, then a random angle is chosen for the crack. If this crack orientation results in an
intersection with the plane y = 0.5, the line of intersection is plotted here. The resulting lines can
have any length from 2r = 0.1 to zero. The number of intersections found for this realization was
114, whereas the expected value for any particular realization is approximately (2/pi)× 200 ' 127.
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FIG. 2: Computed values of the Thomsen parameters δ, , γ, for four distinct EMT models: nonin-
teracting (black), CPA (red), DS (blue) and the Budiansky-O’Connell self consistent (green). The
parameter δ is not seen separately here because for this choice of crack microstructure (randomly
oriented vertical cracks) δ =  to the order to which we are working, for small crack densities.
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FIG. 3: Computation of Rayleigh wave speed in quartz with horizontally aligned cracks for three
choices of penny-crack aspect ratio α, and a range of values of the crack density ρc. The assumption
(prediction) is that aspect ratio α does not really matter. Only crack density ρc matters. So all
three curves should overlap. The results show that they do overlap here at all the lower crack
densities (ρc ≤ 0.1).
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FIG. 4: For horizontal cracks: examples of anisotropic compressional wave speed (vp), SH shear
wave speed (vsh), and SV shear wave speed (vsv) for two values of Poisson’s ratio ν0 of the host
medium: (a)–(c) ν0 = 0.00, (d)–(f) ν0 = 0.4375. Velocity curves in black are exact for the fracture
model discussed in the text. The Thomsen weak anisotropy velocity curves for the same fracture
model are then overlain in red.
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FIG. 5: For vertical cracks: examples of anisotropic compressional wave speed (vp), SH shear wave
speed (vsh), and SV shear wave speed (vsv) for two values of Poisson’s ratio ν0 of the host medium:
(a)–(c) ν0 = 0.00, (d)–(f) ν0 = 0.4375. Velocity curves in black are exact for the fracture model
discussed in the text. The Thomsen weak anisotropy velocity curves for the same fracture model
are then overlain in red.
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